In addition to Sweden, the Swedish model is implemented in the legislation of Norway, Iceland, Canada, France, Northern Ireland, and several more countries are on the way to introducing appropriate amendments to their legislation. For Ukraine, this issue is also relevant, because there is no effective and effective law criminalizing or legalizing prostitution in Ukrainian legislation, it provides only administrative punishment for engaging in prostitution and criminal punishment for pimping and human trafficking. Therefore, there is an urgent need to introduce the Swedish model in Ukraine to effectively resolve the problem of prostitution.
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CSI EFFECT: HOW SERIES HELP CRIMINALS ELUDE PUNISHMENT

The world knows quite a lot of films that were shot based on crimes. But few people thought how series and films can have a real impact on crime around the world, until after some time, from the influx of unsolved and sophisticated crimes, psychologists and detectives have not recognized and streamlined the cause of their failures calling it – CSI Effect [1].

CSI Effect – this is one of several reasons when a detailed depiction of the work of forensic experts and forensic experts in crime television shows such as CSI: Crime Scene Investigation affects public perception and further action in the area of breaking the law [2].

After Anthony E. Zuiker began his work on the “CSI” series in the USA in 2000, which now has 15 seasons, criminals around the world where
this series were available began to commit more “pure” crimes, and the main fault turned out to be the main idea of the series is to show how crime investigations are actually investigated, how the forensic department works and what detectives and judges really pay attention to.

Armed with the knowledge from the series, criminals began to cover up behind themselves, hide evidence, put on special protective equipment so as not to leave traces, even in the event of their capture, most of these criminals even went dry out of the water as in the series they also told what exactly they would do or tell the investigator what evidence the judge is responding to and what attention the attorney’s attorney should pay attention to ruin the case.

For example, in Oregon, two women were convicted of murder, which helped the old woman in their care to die, and then dumped her body into a ravine. The series not only did not help the killers hide the tracks, but contributed to their exposure. According to prosecutor Joshua Marquez, women were CSI fans. They told their friends that the police would never prove that there was a medicine in the victim’s body, since the body had been lying in the ravine for two weeks. However, they miscalculated, and they were exposed.

Captain Ray Peavy of the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Murder Division told ABC that they were worried that criminals would find out which tracks should not be left at the crime scene. About it writes The Guardian. In Ohio, another fan of the series, Jeremy McKinney, is accused of having killed a mother and daughter, and then burned their bodies to leave no residue. Makkini was betrayed by his ex-girlfriend. According to the investigation, McKinney, who liked to watch CSI and other television programs on crime, did everything to hide evidence. Since the killer knew that his hair, sweat and DNA could remain on the bodies of the victims, he simply burned them.

At the same time, experts say that the CSI effect is not only for killers, but also for many jurors who no longer want to convict without high-tech evidence. As the judicial practice testifies, in fact, on a daily basis, prosecutors have to deal with the fact that the jury wants to see the results of DNA tests in any case, while in many cases there is no real evidence with DNA traces [1].

Naturally, the series was not alone, and after about 5 years of its shooting on the US cable channels, other similar series, for example Dexter, began to appear, and almost everyone who saw it would be able to answer anyone who wishes to leave no traces and hide the corpse.

It’s also worth noting that, unfortunately, this kind of “education” for criminals can’t be canceled anymore, and TV shows that are forever settled
on the networks and in the minds of potential criminals can’t be so simple to find, but to find new methods how to detect traces and evidence of the identity of the criminal really hard.
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ANTI-CORRUPTION COURT IN UKRAINE: CONCEPTS, AUTHORITIES AND SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE LEGAL SYSTEM OF UKRAINE

The course on European integration for the Ukrainian legal system provides for the formation of new state structures that will be able to bring the rules of national law to the norms of international (European Union law). The concept of "corruption" is known all over the world, because if a country is an economically developed country, manifestations of "corruption" (albeit in a minor form) are quite possible. Unfortunately, this negative manifestation in the legal system of the state is also characteristic of Ukraine, which is confirmed by the existence of liability rules in the Criminal and Administrative Codes and decisions in the judicial practice on solving corruption offenses and offenses related to corruption. Therefore, in June 2018, the Law of Ukraine “On the Supreme Anti-Corruption Court” (hereinafter - the Law) was adopted in order to address specific corruption-related offenses.

According to Art. 1 of this law, "the Supreme Anticorruption Court is a permanent supreme specialized court in the judicial system of Ukraine", and Art. 3 stipulates that “The task of the Supreme Anticorruption Court is to administer justice in accordance with the principles and procedures of the judiciary defined by law in order to protect the individual, society and the state from corruption and related crimes and judicial control over the pre-trial investigation of these crimes, observance of rights and freedoms. and the interests of individuals in criminal proceedings ”[1].